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Editorial 
Because The Reporter is· concerned with the vitality and diversity of 
student activities at Baruch, we would like to address the fact that there is 
no computer-oriented club for the more than 4000 evening students here. 
This is surprising, considering the known interest in this topic and also the 
large enrollment of students with a computer science major. The Reporter 
proposes the formation of an evening computer dub and will facilitate its 
development however possible. What Benefits might one expect from this 
club? First off, there is over $40,000 in the E.S.S.A. budget. Because there 
are only 5 evening clubs, a new club, demonstrating the need, could receive 
allocations in the hundreds or even thousands of dollars annually. I 
remember last semester getting together with other students to do 
homework and "talk bits, bytes, and mhz". Imagine an organization 
dedicated to this end. One that would provide a multitude of services like 
guest speakers, literature .helpful on using the mainframe, a comprehe·n­
sive newsletter on Baruch computer courses, employment networking 
possibilities, and a variety of other services that would benefit the student. 
If you are interested in joining the proposed club, please fill out the 
form below and forward 'to The Reporter office. We will contact you 
about a preliminary meeting and provide further information as it 
develops. 
Yes! I want to be a member of the evening student Computer club. 
Please have someone contact me at my phone number below:-
Name ........................ _. ............ ........ ..... : .. . 
Home Phone 
Work Phone 
Hours Available ........................................... . 
Con1ments: .................. .... -.......................... . 
Please check one. _day _evening _ Graduate student 
Send to: 
The Reporter, Room 521, 26th St. Building N.Y., N.Y. 10021 
Phone (212) 563-0407. Please Xerox and give to a friend-! Thanks. 
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Letter to 
the Editor 
Real Teachers 
I recently- read an article in The 
Ticker that ,made me smile with 
Satisfaction after reading so many 
unheeded articles regarding the lack 
of student services in Baruch. That 
article had to do with a new com­
mittee which will - enable day 
students to give feedback on pro­
spective teachers. 
M�, question to The Reporter and 
to the Administration is .... WILL 
THE EVENING DIVISIO N  
H A  VE SIMILAR INPUT 
. REGARDING PROSPECTIVE 
. TEACHERS IN ORDER TO 
A VOID WASTED TIME AND 
EFFORT ON THE PART OF 
STUDENTS AND . DEPART­
MENT CH AIRMEN REGAR­
DING POTENTIALLY I.N­
FERIOR CANDIDATES? Be ad­
vised, that most students, mature 
evening students in particular, will 
not be unduly harsh in their ap­
praisal, but they will be respectfully 
honest. 
Perhaps the · Administration is 
beginning to recognize the fact that 
Student Input can be a measurable 
asset and that there is a big dif.,_ 
ference between being a part of the 
"Academic Bureaucracy" as op­
posed to being a "Teacher." It has 
been my contention that the ultimate 
goal of "Educators" should be 
"Students who leave the course 
having been TAUGHT." This 
means that students should actually 
UNDERSTAND the  course 
material, not merely memorize it 
for the sake of a midterm and final 
examination. 
In my six years here at Baruch, I 
have taken a total of 27 different 
classes with 27 different professors, 
13 of which, in my humble estima­
tion, have been "Teachers" in the 
true sense of the word and should 
be proud of it!! THESE were the 
Teachers that gave me some new in­
sight into a previously mundane 
realm; teachers that instilled in me 
such motivation that I didn't mind 
studying "just one more chapter'.' 
when it was already 1 a.m. and I 
had to get up at 6 a.m. to go to 
work. I did it because these 
Teachers made it evident that they 
WANTED me to learn... they 
HELPED me to learn ... so I DID 
learn ... · I learned the material for 
the tests and foralways. 
The Professors of whom I am 
speaking KNOW who they are, and 
if they don't, they a.re: 
Prof. Pumilia ... Intro. Psychology 
Prof. Stearns ............. Speech 
Prof. Brignati ..... Remedial Math 
Prof. Friedlander .... ·...... Math 
Prof. Shapiro ....... Business Law 
. Prof. Haden ...... Computer Info. 
Systems 
Prof. Viola. . . . . . . . Art History 
Prof. Gottlieb ....... Quantitative 
Analysis 
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"Educators" such as these 
"Teachers" make a coli"ege 
diploma mean more than a mere 
piece of paper. Let's all work 
together, Administrators and 
Students alike, to get MORE good 
teachers and to keep the ones we 
already have! 
Respectfully, 
Elaine Suva-Bongiovi 
Sigma Alpha Delta 
5th Floor 
For The· Record 
About Thar Which Most Everyone 
Should Know 
Most everyone in the Baruch · 
Community should know that the 
9th Street Theater will be perform­
ing at Baruch Tuesday evening, 
- April 18th, at 5:30 P.M. in the Oak 
and Marble··1ounges in the Student 
Center. This well known New York 
troupe wiil present a rather
outrageous portrayal of the pro­
blem of housing and homelessness 
in New York City. Good music, 
masks, and stilters are just a few of 
the things you'll see. These guys ar� 
good. Following the performance, 
there will be a Baruch Student Elec­
tions Candidates forum. Students 
running for an elected position· will 
have an opportunity to speak for 
two minutes on why they are seek-­
ing office and why students should 
cast their vote for them. This will 
also be held in the Oak and Marble 
Lounge and anyone who cares 
about money and how student fees 
can best serve students and the 
Baruch administration should at­
tend. 
If you are a transfer student and. 
want to know ex�ctly what to·· do 
about registration for the summer 
and fall semesters, come and speak 
with the registrar on Thursday, 
April 27th f.rom 5: 15 Pm to 7:00 
PM. Come to room 509 of the 26th 
Street Building. It wi11 be great to 
leave the meeting with all your 
questions answered. 
Also, most everyone should have 
their blood pressure taken. Look 
for notices _the ·week of the 24th. A 
representative from Baruch's 
medical office will be in the 26th 
Street Building on the 5th floor to 
take your blood pressure.- Now_ is 
the time to find out what you can 
do if your pressure is too high. · 
I suppose most of you know 
Off·The Record 
about the Evening Student Cruise 
around Manhattan on April 28th -
that is, if you want to have a great 
time. On the other hand, if you are 
just findimg out about the boat ride,' 
"it may already be too late. Tickets 
are selling fast. Take your $6.00 to­
room 509 in the 26th Street 
Building. 
Finally, you should -exercise your 
right to vote iri the Baruch Student 
Elections May 2,-4. If you are-a day 
student, please take time to become 
an informed voter. concerning stu­
dent officials 'and the fee referen­
dum. 
If you are an evening or graduate 
student, you probably won't have a 
chance to vote, because·. there are 
not enough interested students to 
constitute a contest. And, you real­
ly should do something about 
that.._. 
Carol Robbins is the Director 
of Studel)t Services 
''The sky is falling, the sky is falling'' 
CUNY budget cuts. State budget 
cuts. Federal budget cuts. Tuition 
going up. Staff being laid off. 
Financial aid is insufficient to make 
it through school anymore. 
Everyone · is running around like 
chickens with their hea,ds chopped 
off. Budget cuts are nothing new. 
They are an annual ritual. The ris­
ing cost of education co�bined 
with the ever diminishing resources 
to provide that education are not 
· new either. Each year we panic ·as 
the threat comes down from above. 
After a while, crisis becomes a way 
of life. We panic less as we exp·ect 
nothing less than crisis. We have 
also come to take the ·reports of 
slashed funding with a grain of salt, 
aware that scarcity of resources 
turns out to be a political bluff as 
much as a financial reality. But 
that's part of the ritual. 
One recent political -proposal to 
deal with the burden of financial 
aid to students on the government 
· is a biil introduced by Senator Sam. 
Nunn of Georgia and Represen­
tat ive  Dave McCurdy  of
Oklahoma. They propose to  make 
financial assistance to students con­
tingent upon performing-public ser­
vice. 
One wonders where the funds for 
the proposed agency needed to ad­
minister such· a program would 
come from with funds being so 
_tight. The workability of such a 
plan is questionable. 
. Beyond the quest ion -of
work.ability,. the question of 
desirability arises. At first glance, 
tHe idea of an enormous citizen 
corps of workers in our midst im­
proving our communities sounds 
tremendously appealing. It reminds 
one of the · programs Franklin 
Roosevelt instituted during the 
Great Depression to piece a crumbl­
ing ·natio_n back together. Such pro­
grams brought the nation together 
with unprecedented sense of com­
munity. 
The sticky point comes down to 
the proposal- that public service be 
mandatory as· a condition for 
receiving financial assistance.- What 
you will end up with is further class 
polarization. Students who are 
financially disadvantaged will be 
assigned the burden of working for 
the community while students who 
can afford to pay for their educa­
tion will not be required to con­
tribute an"ything. If public service is 
to be mandatory, then it must be 
mandatory for everyone. Double 
standards are oppressive· enough. 
when they are insidious. When they 
are institutionalized, they are in­
tolerable. 
Should the poor be ·taxed any 
more tha·n they are, while the rich 
owe nothing to the society that 
serves their interests so well -
already? In many countries serving 
in the military after completing 
secondary school is mandator-y. 
Perhaps mandatory public service is 
an idea whose time has come. Let's 
April 1989 
- � Chicken Little
make that obl·igation apply to 
everyone. In return, the right to an 
education should be guaranteed for 
all. 
Mark Spergel is t)le Assistant 
Director of Student Services 
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CLUBPAGE What's up Baruch?
EVENING AND GRADUATE 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Carol Robbins, Director, Room 
527, 725-3385., and Mark Spergel, 
Assistant Director, Room 529, 46 
E. 26th Street:
The Caffeteria on the Fifth floor 
of the 26th Street Building has 
soda, ice Gream, eandy and coffee 
vending machines. There ate smok­
ing and non-sm@king sections. The 
Fifth fl@or alsb has a small study 
and reading lounge. 
FREE COFFEE 
,Fre.e coffee is served in Room 
1304, 111 E. 18th Sti:eet. Open to 
all evening students. . · 
Coffee and tea (10¢ per cup} are 
ser_ved on the 5th Flocn- of 46 E. 
26th St. 
TUTORING INFORMA'FlON 
ACCOUNTIN'G: -. <;i:0©-8 :©O 
'l?.M., Mon-Thurs., R@oni 525, 46 
E. 26th St. CaU 212/725-3385 after .
3:·30 f> .M. for appointment.
MATH LAB: All math levels. · 
Hours are Mon-Wed. 9:30 
A..M.-9:QO P.M:., Thurs. 9:30 
A.M.-6:00 P.M. Room 1304, 111
E. 18th St., 212/505-5922:
WRITING LAB,: H0urs are
M@n. & Thurs. 9:30 A.M.-6:00 
.P.M., · Tues. & Wed. 9:30 
A.M.-9:00 P.M. Room 1345, 111 
E. 18th St., 212/505-5971. 
NO CLASS 
On Wednesd�y. Apr-ii 19th, 
students should follow . a Friday 
schedul€. Thursday and F,riday, 
April 2(:)th and 21st, Baruch is dos-. 
ed. However, the·· 24th Street 
Library is open and wrn have 
regula,r and weekend hours. 
SUMMER ·sESSION 
If y0u plan to attend class.es -in 
fhe SummeF, you must file a SUM-
. MER INTENT FORM at the·. 
RegistraF's Office by April 28th. 
ANNUAL REUNION 
DINNER DANCE 
Bar.uclt Alumni Reunion 
Terry Belsito, Director· @f Alumni 
Relations . 
Jim O'Connors,'Chairman of Class·­
Reunion Committee of Baruch 
Alumni Association. 
May 6, 1989 
Sheraton Center-Versailles Room 
52nd Street and 7th Avenue, NYC 
Cocktail Hour: 8:00 P.M. 
Dinner Dance: 9:00 P.M. 
Cost: $50.00 per person 
Open to all graduates of Baruch 
with particular emphasis on: 
Class of 192, - 60th Anniversary 
Class of -1939 - 50th Anniversary 
Class of 1964 - 2�th Annilversary 
Class of i969 - 20th Anniversary 
Class of 1979 - 10th Anniversary 
Contact: Baruch· Alumni Office, 
135 East 22nd Street, NYC, (212) 
505-5897; or Jim O'Connors, 94 In­
verness Road, Holbrook, NY, (516) 
472-9617. 
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EVENING SESSION STUDENT 
. ASSEMJJLY (ESSA) 
The Evening Session -Student 
Assembly meets the third Friay of 
e¥ery month. All ,ewening students 
aan attend meetings. Office homs· 
are Mon.-Thurs. 4:00 P.M.-9:00 
P.M., R00m 509, 46 E. 26th St., 
212/725-3@3,1. 
For in;fi'ormation @n w,here to
meet, ete., on any of the following 
dubs caH the ESSA .0ffi'ice, 
212/725-3031 
American Society for f>ersormel 
Administration (ASP A) 
Evening Accounting· Students for 
.·Excellence ·(EASE)
Black Leadership through Action 
Collectiveness and Knowledge 
(BLA.CK) 
EVEN1ING A:CCOUNTING 
STUDE�TS FOR EXCELLEN{:E 
(E.A:S.E.) 
E,A.S.E._. sponsored. 
an-event engaging the IRS on April' 
1·0, 1989 in the 26fh Street Building .. 
This was the seaorrd successful 
program sponsored· by E.A.S.E. 
Pr,eviously the· club epj@yed a guest 
speaker frorri th� firm Coopers and 
Lynbrand. 
F0r more information conr:::ern­
ing E.A.S,E., please c.onfact the 
ESSA Qffice. room S09 in the 26th 
Street Building. 
Join them for their next m,eeting, 
lhiday April 28th at.5:45 w.m., in 
the· Student Center, 22nd�Stieet 
·Room 415-
· '
AMERICAN SO€IBTY OF 
PERSONNEL 
AJ)MINISTRA TION (A.S.P .A.) 
Meetings: April 13, April 27, and 
. May 11. 
The Club wiil meet every other 
1
'fhursday, 5�30-7:30 p.m. in Room 
528, Student Lounge, 5th Fk>or, 46 
East 26th Street.. 
On April 27th Bob Resnik, 
of Jedsoh Advertising, will si,>eak · 
on recruitm_efit technicques. 
THE REPORTER 
"America's Oldest Evenim.g Ses-
. sion College Newspaper. 'j Room . 
521, 46 E. 26th St., 212/723-'.729"7. 
We want to meet· peopl� ,interested 
in ph@togra:phy, writing, c@py 
e<lliting, and production. All are 
welc.9me. N@ experience necessary. 
C@me and learn with us! 
HELPILINE 
�tiudents trained to heli,> other 
. students can help you get your f)r©a 
. blems sorted · 0ut. Wli,ether you'i,e 
having academic or personal pro­
blems, Helpline is there to assist or 
dfrect you to s@mebne 'whp can 
help. The Helpine Office is open . 
Mon. & Wed. 9:00 A.M, - <;i:00 
f>.M., Tues. & Thurs, ,:o© A..M. 
-7:00 P.M., Room 516, 46.:E:, 26th
St., 212/725-4177. 
JEWISH STU])JEJNli'S'' 
ORGANIZATION (JSO) 
On Thursday March 23, the 
. J.S.O., Jewish StudeQts Organiza­
tion, held a party that was si,>on­
sored by E.S.S.A. in honor of the 
holiday of Purim. The aatual h@li- .. 
day was on the preceding. T:uesaa,y, 
and it celebrated the fows' <llefaieFy 
from the hamds ·of the wic�ecl 
Haman the · Aggagite. Appr@:x- · 
imately 45 · people showed U}!) in-. 
eluding the f>resident 0f E.$.$.A., 
K wasi Donkor, an<ll the, Evening 
Students Activ,ities Direct@r, Cai:@l 
Robbins, arid Assistant '.Director, 
Mark Spergel. .. 
The J.S.O. is· a club th,at is 
declfcated- to· Si,>reading an 
awareness of the Jewish holida¥S by 
usually throwing a party in el@se 
i,>FOX:imi.ty t0 the ·aahial fostiwals. 
'Fhr@ugh these actiom.s · tke ©Juli> 
hopes to atllain a le�el 0f awareness 
among the Jewish i,>@mulati@n @f. 
I3arucJ;J, by . ''fosteFimg , am at­
mo,sphere 0f Jewisliiness an<il 
religion within th,e Bai;uch e©m­
munity'' according t� an ©ffker 0f 
:the club . 
TJ;J,eve alie many oi,>enings in this 
Glub for people inteliested ,in rnnm­
ing @r assisting in the 0rganiiatioR. 
If an:tone is iRterested in beiRg 00 
tihe RoaFd next year, they SN01!11<il 
either .contaet Carol R@l1Jbins ©r
th:e J .$.0. · direetJly, by leaving mail
in the club's .mail00i'C in r00m 523. 
Baruch College/CUNY· 
A_p,ril 
27th 
May 
9th 
.·Le€ture.-Demonstratio� by Harry Elam,- Jr. a_nd Catherihe 
··schuler of the Univ-ersity:of Maryland (JaFie Globl!ls Eve.mt)
American Reyolutionary Theater: Theater for Social Change
1:00 pm
Studio Theatre, Room 911, 17 Lexington Ave11ne
· Lectu�e by Richard Sennett of New York University (Mo,rt@,N 
Globl!ls Event) . . . .
From th"e People to ihe Masses: ilo·w the Modern Crowd' IL@s.f
Its Revol1;1tionary Fervor
12 noon - 3:00 pm
Administrative Center Lounge; 135 East 22 Street
Admission by invitation
Reception and pres?n-t.ation of d donation <rheck to Mrs. Clara H,a,/e 
for Hale House will take place on May 9th at �:30 p.m. in Ph'e Ae/i­
m/niistration Lounge @n the thiul floor of the 22nd $11,·eet, fB,wileiliMg,. 
The Reporter 
Sigma Alpha, Delta Chapter 
Evening of the Stars 
By RALPH E. JARDINE 
rou·nd table atmosphere with 
bal'loon deeorations in tlie air aml, 
like the good old times, no eme 
No, · Princess - Dian a was not knew the word calories. 
there, neither was Sylvester Stallone The induction cerem@ny began at 
or Cher, but Stars were there. It 9:15 p.m. wlien · yours truly, the 
was on Saturday April 1, 1989, . Sergeant at Arms, introduced the 
when these $tar:s · were. shining MC of the . evening, · former 
@right. It _was a night when evening Chancellor and Baruch Alumni . 
students ·were £orrnally inducted in- Kaye Foster. Kaye formally greeted 
to Sigma A:lpha, Delta Chapter, every@ne. The introduciioh of the 
Baruoh's h0n0r and service s00iety. candiclates for admission took 
These are speciaJ students. Stupents place, after whic.sh the creed was 
who work ful l  t ime,  have recited by tfue Sergeant at Arms. 
families, attend c;:ollege in the even- Theh the moment everyone . was 
ing, and must have maintai:ned a B wait,ing for took .place. The foFrner 
average or better since they were an Chancellor administer,ed the oath to 
upper sophomore, and find the the new members and from ·the . 
time to take an active role in a col-· 
. 
smiles on the inductees' faces,' you 
lege activity. This is no easy task. could see tliat. they felt ttJ.at their 
Tfiese stttdents were the Stars o:f the hard w0rk was weII worth it. 
evening. They were·(in alphabetical E\(eryone knew they were the Stars 
ordei:) El•afoe $uva-Bongiovi, that nigfut. 
Valerie Henry, Phy,llis Lawson, and 'F1ie eve:ning <1'.0ntinued with two 
Voln_ey $quiFes. 'Fhree of the Gan- i,lilspirntiolilail speakers·. Caro1 R.<0b-
didates a)je active Sigma Alpha bins; Director Qf Eveliling and 
B0ar,d Members: <Cnan.cellor Gr_a:cluate $tudemt Serviees, who, 
VolEl.ey . Squires, Viee-Chan<s:el'1or· with ·her pleasant smile and w.o:nder-
Phyilis· Lawson, and ·Corresi,on- ful sense of hrn.mor ,· gave words of · 
ding Seerc>tary Valerie Henry. · encmiragement t0 con_tinue on the 
The occasion took place at path of service and to always 
Madigal'l's Restaurant, 166 William . remember Baruch College. These- Alumni m�mbers J'{yacynthia R0berts a·rtd Kaye F9ster 
Street, New Y-@rk City. The evening c<;ind speaker was Elaine Jackson, a 
starte<il at 6:00 p.rn. with a buffet of former Chaneellor 0f Sigma Alpha, 
luscious sluimp and riGe, short rifus Delta· Chapter. ElaiNe reminded 
that made your mouth water; and everyone of the hard work and 
hots 0'oeuvres of cheese ancl ham dedicati0n it-took £o'r evening clubs· 
@n crackers. Drinks were served and societies like ttJ.is 0:ne to 'exist. 
with . an air of music in the Present at the ' a,inn�r ancl 
backgrom1d, as C0.Il ver.satiOl'lS ceremony were society members 
r©ared on until dinner was servecl at and alumni' with ·their fam"ilies and 
7:30 p.m. Dinner consisted of a guests, and Barudi- administration. 
choice of roasted Ghicken,  _ The night continued wHb lots 0£ 
American · steak, or steamed laughs, musfc and smiles. The evel'lt 
salmon. It was truly delicious. Of ended at about · 11 :0() p .  m.: As· 
course, dessert could not be forgot- everyone leflt, you g@t the feeling 
ten with a ehoice 0f carrnt cake or that it was a nigµt to remember, 
. eheese cake. Tables· were set up in a and it was. 
Alumni Kaye Foster swears in inductees from left to right Volney ·squires, l?hyillis 
Lawson, Valerie Henry, and Elaine Suva-Bongiovi 
Honor. So_c�ety 
By CA.TH\' .QOluCHARD_ 
Sigma Alpha is an evening honor 
and ser-vice society of Baruch· Col­
lege. Sigma stands for scholarship 
ar,rd alpha standS"'for achievement. 
These .two qualities ·are considered 
to have equal importance; one 
should never be subordinate to the 
other. 
Membership. in Sigma Alpha is 
· p.ot just an honor, it is also a 
challenge. An obl.igation to serve 
yom college goes with members-hip. 
Members can joiri committees of 
the society in service to BaructJ..Col-
. lege. 
'The induction dinner held Satm­
day, Api;il 1-st, markea the 30th an­
niversary Qf Sigtna Alpha, Delta
Chajilter.
· An alumni reception was he1d Ol'l 
Friday, April 7, 1989 in the Globus 
Lounge, 17th Floor, 360 · Park 
Avenue Sou.th. Ah1fnni members 
were encouraged to assist the Society, 
by lending their experience to the
many new members iri 01'.der to.
maintain a continuity 0f standards.
Ronald M. Aaron, Dean .of 
Students, Mark Sper.gel, Assistant 
Di[ector of Evening and Graduate 
Student Ser\lkes, and Kaye Foster, 
Alumni member, addressed the 
Society. · 
April 198.9 
The April 21, 1989 meeting w.ill 
be .the night fo .Bominate members 
to the Executive Board of Directors 
an<li ele�t new candidates. Election 
night is May .5th. 
Sigma Alpha, Delta Chapter will 
particip�te in the March of Dimes 
Walikathon in Central Park on Sun­
day, April 23rd. Members will- help 
in assisting marchers.-
May l2tp. is the night ofthe year­
end party. Members. can bring , 
guests. and celebrate a productive 
year. The party will be held in the 
Faculty Lounge, 5th Floor,. 24th 
Str,eet.Building. , · 
For some students, the end of 
spring means g_radua,tion, the 
reward of all the hard work and 
long hours of. study. Graduation 
also means that Baructi. clufus and 
societies lose valuable, experienced 
members. Anyone · interested . in 
joining Sigma Alpha should join 
now, even though we are hearing 
the end of the· semester.· New 
members will be able to. get some 
guidance faom the seniors who 
won't be arou!ild in Sewtember. 
Eli,gibi'lity requirements for 
Sigma Alpha are: a transfer.student 
must hawe at least a B average GJver 
a total of 18 credits c0r:npleted at 
Baruch; a non-transfer student 
· must have a B average over· a total 
of 30 credits completed �t BaruGh. 
Meetings are held approximately 
every other Friday at 6:00 P.M., 137 
East 22nd Street, Ro0m 302.
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Task Force 
Still in the Works 
By THOMAS S�ERLOCK 
The Evening Task Force is still 
on hold. The administration is still 
in the process of gathering informa­
. tion; there are many more .elements 
involved than they first realized. 
So far, said Dean Johnson, the 
Ev·ening Task Force has had two 
meetings "on the executive level" 
which were actually "just  
brainstorming sessions" in which 
· the members "shared information, 
prnblems and · concerns." The 
meetings were attended by Ronald 
Aaron, Dean of Students Associate 
Dean of Stu.dents; John Fisher, 
Director of Admissions;- Joan 
Japha, Associate · Dean of the 
School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Samuel Johnson, Dean of 
Students; Thomas McCarthy,
Senior Registrar; James Murphy, 
Director of Financial Aid; Susan 
Morgulas, Academic· Institui0nal 
Research Director; Carl Rollyson, 
Associate Provost forc Academic 
Affairs; Harry Rosen, Assoeiate 
Dean for the· School Qf Business 
and Public Administration; Janice 
Ruffin, Psychology Counselor. The 
meetings were held in early and late 
February. 
. Presently, Dean Johnson is
meeting o_ne-on-one with the heads 
of services. Also, the Dean and 
Associate Dean Rosen are working 
on a document to help guide the 
Task For;ce. According· to Dean 
Johnson, the third meeting should 
be held the end of April or . the 
beginning of May. 
ln fact, the Evening Tas� Force 
no longer exists. Dean Johnson ex­
plains that it has been merged with 
the day program,; the whole pro­
ject will 0e subdivided in a different 
manner. The Dean said the project 
will be molded according to · the 
general division o( student services, 
which are divided into servi_ces that" 
help the students grow, such as 
Coun_seling and Psychology- Ser­
vices; services that supply informa­
tion, such as· Curricfilar Guidance 
Office; and services that process in­
formation such as the Registrar. 
Dean Johnson partially attributes 
the inefficiencies of the student ser­
vices to a lack of communication 
between departments. They have 
worked individually, not always 
sharing policy changes. "There has 
never been · a coordination effort 
around services," he said. AJ'so, 
"all service offices are overworked 
and Baruch is too big," he said. 
Dean Johnson said thqt hiring 
more people is not the answer. He 
said there are other ways to im­
prove services before hiring more 
people. Some of the questions he is 
considering inclu_de: 
I) What actually are the roles and 
functions of some individuals 
within the various services? For 
example, the distinction between 
curriculum guidance counselors, 
financial aid counselors, and 
Psycological counselors is not 
always very clear; their roles 
seem to overlap. 
2) When are "pea·k periods Of ser­
vices" throughout the day? The 
Dean ·suggested that the work 
schedule of services might be 
made more flexible to match 
peak periods. 
3) How do people need to be train­
ed? He suggests that some service 
people will serv.e as swings. They 
will move from department to 
department, depending on the 
service most in demand at the 
time. Dean Johnson explained 
that the stress shifts from one . 
serice to another. throughout_ the 
year. 
The second main reason that the 
Dean is not eager _ to start hiring 
more people is the parallel project, 
the computer information system. 
Dean Johnson said that in the long­
range, the computer information 
system is relevant to Task Force 
assessing student services. 
A third· problem that Dean 
Johnson noted is the misinformed 
student body, they are pC'lt com­
pletely, nor correctly, aware uf the 
policies of the administration. He 
cited one example where a student,. 
unable to schedule an appointment 
in Counseling at a convenient hour, 
deemed unfair the recent increase in 
the Student Activities Fees. 
However expiained -the Dean, the 
monies for Counseling do not come 
from the Student Activities Fees; 
. they come from the regular budget. 
Dean Johnson concluded "it's 
not going to be a real simple task;. 
we're going to have, to be very 
creative." 
i\\Al�t�H Bush says cutback. 
ttN We say fightback! 
'XBN'T \\'ASHINGT•tN
TAKE SATIH9ti\"\"
1� FOUR 4!�·�,��o=r!
c · MQDD racism, militarism, 
r�����;:;�;Ic's · 1'..l.J and intervention! 
Fightback YEARS' We demand money 
�:��'.�
1
-�:7(��1i6;;2.5041 • for the people! 
Not for the banks 
and the Pentagon. l'.O. flux 1111!.I Mudison Sq11aro Stnlion. NY, NY 10159 
do Cunlro Communal Unit.lnc.l, 1470 Irving SI. NW.Wash .. 9.c. 20010 
Placement 
for 
Arts and 
Sciences 
Students 
17 Lexington Avenue 
Room 1504 
(212) 725-3012 
Hours: 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Evening hours arranged 
by appointment 
Services offered: 
Resume Writing Workshops 
Interviewing Workshops 
Job Search Skills Work�hops 
Career Information Library 
Full-time Job Listings 
Part-time Job Listings 
On-Campus Recruitment 
Career Advisement 
THE 
. INTERNATIONAL 
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Sundown on April 19, 1989 
· starts Passover, a celebration of 
-traditions that . have lasted · for 
. thousands of years. Families gather 
at the, Seder table and retell the 
story of the Jewish people's libera-
tion from slavery. Foods served at 
this celel'>ration are an integral part 
of the Passover tradition and are 
used symbolically in retelling the 
Passover story. 
Jewish people in America come 
from all over the world and the in­
gredients used at the different 
families' Seder tables vary to in­
clude foods that reflect cultures 
around the world. People from 
Eastern Europe will eat gefilte fish 
while those from India will have 
curried fish. 
Charoset is part of every Seder. It 
symbolizes the mortar the Hebrew· 
slaves used to bind the bricks in 
their forced tabor. It is usually a 
blend of fruit, nuts and red wine, 
· but can include ground almonds, 
dried apricots, honey, and raisins. 
Maror (bitter herbs) is one of the 
prescribed foods for the Seder and 
. is usually spread on a piece of mat­
zoh with the Charoset. Maror is 
commonly made of horseradish, 
beets, and wine. Marzohs are a flat, 
dry cracker�type bread symbolic of 
. the unleavend bread the slaves us­
ed. Karpas is food dipped in 
saltwater to represent the tears shed 
in slavery. 
The Passover Seder has alwa·ys 
been an inspiration· for Jewish ar­
tisans ·and the spring exhibition at 
. The Jewish Museum includes
"From Seder to Stella: The Art of
Passover in the Collection of The 
Jewish Museum." Ceremonial ob­
jects· used in observance of 
Passover will be di�played. The 
Jewish Museum is located at 1109 
Fifth Avenue ·'(92nd St-reet) 
(212/860-1888). 
· New York City has many ethnic, 
cultural centers. If you are in­
terested in a particular country, 
there may be a listing for a cultural 
center in the New Yor� City 
telephone book. These centers are 
there to promote their country's 
culture and they welcome calls and· 
visits. You can usually get informa­
tion on where to get books, see 
films, ancl buy products of that 
·country. The telephone book is also 
a place · to l0ok for ethnic 
restaurants and museums. Loeal 
libraries have information on small 
theater or dance groups. Take ad­
vantage of the many different 
_ cultural places for entertainment. 
The American Museum of 
Natural History, 79th Street and 
Central Park West, has an ethnic 
theme in their weekend programs at 
the Leonhardt People Center.April 
is China month. AlsC'l, Caribbean 
and Hispanic music is featured· 
Wednesday evenings in April at the 
Museum is on a pay-what-you-wish 
basis. There is no additional charge 
to the auditorium or Leonhardt 
People Center. For further infor­
mation call 2-12/769-5920 or 
2 I 2/873-1300. 
The Asia Society, 725 Park 
Avenue (212/288-6400), C'lffers 
films, concerts a·nd lectures, as well 
as gallery exhibitions. Their fiFst 
U.S. festival of Vietnam films will 
be shown in April on Friday after­
noons (3:00 p.m.) and evenings 
(7:00 p.m.). 
The New York City P.arks & 
Recreat ion Department has 
scheduled the following ethnic 
parades: the Cuban Parade, Sun­
day, May 14th; the Israeli Paracle, 
Sunday, June 4; and the Puerto 
Rican Day Parade, Sunday, June 
I Ith. 
Remember, "Everybody smiles 
in the same language." Share yoUF 
cultural heritage and let us smile in 
your. language. Tell us about your 
culture. Send correspondence to the 
Reporter, Room 521, 46 East 26th 
Street, NYC 10010. 
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By ANDREW R MORRIS 
It's 5:30 Monday evening and 
you 're rushing to your Accounting 
class at 26th Street, but you can't 
find your ID. Outside the building 
you search your bag and coat 
because you don't want to be stop­
ped by security. You finally find the 
ID and rush inside the building to 
take an elevator to the 8th floor. 
You flash you� ID, but there's no 
one there to see it. Wher:e are the 
guards? 
Here at Baruch, and at other 
parts of the CUNY system, the ef­
fects of Governor Cuomo's budg�t 
cuts are already upon us. Numerous 
services are being cut back. Instruc­
tors are going .to be laid off (larger 
Harry's 
. number of students in classroom 
next semester?), tuitions increased, 
and security personnel laid off. Fif­
teen guards have already been cut 
due to the crisis, and that might ex­
plain the possible missing-guard 
scenario. But there's another fac­
tor. 
Guardian. Now, National Guar­
dian was a · corrupt organization 
and the guards and administratipn 
alike were glad to see them go. But 
they had no idea that ISS would be 
worse (that's the price you pay for 
continuously, accepting the lowest 
bids). Thete· are problems with 
union benefits and other conditions 
with ISS' contract, but it seems as if 
these problems won't be totally 
worked out until about November-, 
at the end of the contract (who 
cares about a guard's vacation 
anyway?). In the past under Na­
tional Guardian, and when there 
was a budget problem at Baruch, 
some guards would be for.ced to 
take a vacation, without pay. Then 
at the end of the fiscal year you 
would h�ar about m0ney left in the 
budget. 
The confliet of interest arises 
when some of the guaFds. that 
Baruch has contrac;ted from ISS to 
work at the college end up spending 
m0st of their day or night wonking 
at one of Mr. McLaughlin's 
locations- the armory, -the temple or 
the jewelry store. These guards per­
form these duties under precarious 
conditi@ns. If a guard wants to be 
promoted, he has t0 work for 
Harry. If he wants to stay pro­
moted and k-eep his jot,, he must 
then continu� to work for Harry. 
After someone gets promoted, you 
start to see that person less and less 
as the days go by .. Baruch has a 
buaget for security. If the guards 
aren't working for a full day, then 
the money isn't being fully used, or 
maybe it is. 
) 
Henry J. McLaughlin is the 
director of security at Baruch Col­
lege. Mr. McLaughlin, A.K.A. 
Harry, is a former member of the 
New York - Poliee Department 
(NYPD). He has a private security 
firm which operates under the name 
of Citadel, and which, incidentally, 
operates out of BaFuch college. 
This firm has private e@ntracts 
throughout the city, but there 
seems to be a conflict of interest. 
Last November, ISS s.ecurity won 
the bid for the Baruch contract over · 
. the incumbent eompany,. National Since the crisis, fifteen guards 
So Very Sad 
'So'. One of the three most powerful words- in the 
English language. 
··so'. The most wide-spread word in use today.
'So'. The pet word of the uncaring.
'S0'. The most frequent word 9f the ignorant.
'SG'. A word that can only min empires,
destroy societies, 
break a_ heart.'' 
The profe�sor, having completed his speech, 
gazed out into the lecture hall. 
He scanned the students, 
studied their expressions, 
looked into their eyes. 
And all they seemed to say was: 'So.' 
-Tom Sherlock
Kingd.om 
have been laid off. It is not just a 
mere coincidence that those who 
were cut were. not members of 
Harry's private firm, Citadel. ·It is 
�lso strange that since ihese 
workers were laid off, one person 
was hired in the job freeze. But it 
isn't surprising anymore as the 
guard happens to be an employee 
of Citadel. There is a policy in the 
security office. If a ·persop gets 
fired at Baruch, which is ISS, -he 
can no longer work for Citadel. 
Now if these are two distinct opera: 
tions, then one should not imply 
the other. So is there some other 
link between Citadel and ISS? Is 
that link responsible for ISS getting 
the Baruch contract? 
Our college is located in an area 
that is hea�ily populated with 
· welfar,e hotels, morphine clinics,
crack houses and a multitude of 
junkies. We pass them each day 
between classes. It is imperative 
th�t a t:airly large, efficient staff .of 
security be here to make sure that 
no undesirables enter the building. 
(Last year thousands of dollars was 
spent to install cameras. Monitors 
are located. on the 2nd floor of
17 Lex, but no one watches them.)
But then again we have a budget
crisis. So since there is a limited
staff, why are guards such" as 
Lieutenants Jeffers, Telford and 
Williams, who work for or have 
work�d for Mr. Mc_lapghlin in the 
past, going to work foI Citadel dur­
ing the times they should be at
Baruch College?
Not only the guards work for
Citadel. · Mr. McLaughlin has a 
number of subordinates who fall
under th� title of Assistant Director 
of Security. They too are, former 
members of the NYPD; They too 
work for Citadel. However, they'1e 
not �mployed by ISS, but by 
Baruch College. The work they do 
for Citadel at times conflicts with 
their hours at Baruch. Some of 
Citadel's personnel hiring is done at 
Baruch. If a guard works two hours 
at Baruch and six at Citadel, the 
eight hours total would be his pay, 
unless he's tight with Harry. But 
there's a different system for the 
assistant director.s. They don't have 
to worry about their hours spent at 
Baruch. Baruch personnel do not 
have to punch in time cards. 
The assistant director connection 
is the most amazing. It must be 
heartening for these ex-cops who 
faU under this title to find a job 
waiting for them at Baruch college 
(Florida can wait) after they'\-\e put 
in their years with the department. 
They know Harry has a job- for 
them, , maybe two. In that 
prestigious position at 17 l;ex­
ington, Room· 103, they c,:an sit 
down in the office for eight hours a 
day (if they really want to), drink­
ing coffee and smoking Gigareftes 
while trading cop st0Ties- with occa­
sional trips to the bar. After the trip 
to the bar, and aner ·they've 
stumbled past their lesser-dressed 
counterparts on the street, they can 
go into the office and fire a guard 
who was thought to be drinking a 
beer before he came to work. 
It's an easy salary, assistant 
director in Harry's Kingdom. One 
doesn't have. to look too far to find 
any element of truth in Larry 
Davis' story. 
Graduate Student Assembly (G.S.A.) collects donations for Hale 
House. 
BARUCH STUDENJ ELECTIONS 
May 2 -1 
You must have a valid I.D. to vote 
Inquire .about working during el.ections 
$8.00 per ltlour 
Must be either an evening or a graduate 
student and available all 3 days 
CALL 725-33.85 
Here's Bruce tutoring in accounting 
Meet Vada, the Graduate Student Assembly Office Assistant. 
A true Mac expert! 
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ESSA President Kwasi Donkor 
Meet Helen� Marra, Secretary in the Office of Evening, and 
Graduate Student Services. 
Evening Session's newest club 
Evening Accounting Students for Excellence (E.A.S.E.) 
Morris Cm::dewell, President of E.A.S.E. hosts a seminar on 
taxes and the I.R.S. 
· Jewish Student Organization
(J.S.O.)
Celebrates Purim
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Hali a Million Pro-Choice Demo 
By SUE DA VIS & 
MICHELLE PAYNE 
April 9 at least half a million peo­
ple marched down Constitution 
Avenue in Washington D.C. in a 
historic show of support fo; / 
women's right to choose abortioQ.y. 
Never before has there been such a 
large, diverse outpour.ing for 
women's rights. 
This signals a turning point in 
that struggle, and at the same time 
it offers rich possibilities for new 
avenues of struggle. 
Responding to a call issued by the 
National Organization for Women 
(NOW) in light of the pending 
Supreme Court case challenging 
Roe v. Wade,· pro-choice  
demonstrators came from every · 
state in the count11y, ineluding 
Alaska and Hawaii, and from at 
least 11 for.eign countries, including 
Australia,- France, Japan and Mex. 
ico. 
They represented over 500 high 
schools, colleges and universities 
and over 450 organizations, in­
cluding a wide range of religious, 
legal and medical groups. 
Gathering at the Washington 
Monument before marching to the 
Capi tol, the  huge crowd 
represented a broad cross-section of 
the people who live in this country. 
Following the lead banner studded 
with celebrities and politicians came­
many varied delegations. 
The YWCA marched in front of 
the lesbian group Daughters of 
Bilitis. After the dray Panthers 
(grandpa-tents) came 140 youth who 
drove 22 hours from Carleton· Col­
lege in Northfield, Minnesota. Next 
to marchers from Arkansas was a 
large delegation of Asian-American 
women workers in ILGWU hats. 
Many mothers·came with daughters 
and grandchildren. Many marchers 
came in gay and straight couples. 
In addition to many colorful and 
creative signs, many demonstrators 
carried or wore coat hangers to 
s:v.mbolize the crude, desperate 
ways women induced abortion 
when it was illegal, before 1973. 
Many speakers reiterated the theme 
"Never Again!" 
Actress/comedian Whoopi 
Goldberg vowed, "Hangers are 
wrong. I will make it my job to 
make sure a woman will nev:er again 
put her life on the line." 
Though the march was opposed 
by about 200 anti-abortion forces 
which demonstrated at both sites, 
demonstrators spontaneously 
countered them. From packed 
10 
bleachers near the beginning of the 
march people raised their fists and 
roared "Pro-Choice" in a militant 
display. 
At the Capitol, pro-choice ban­
ners were held in front of anti­
woman slogans. One · of the 
speakers suggested that a par­
ticularly offensive anti-choice 
display of 4,500 crosses on the mall, 
said· to represent the number of 
abortions performed daily in the 
U.S., should instead stand for the
women who die from botched abor­
tions every week in poor co1,,mtries. 
What gave this march a par­
ticularly· progressive character, 
besides its sheer size, was its 
qualitatively broader, more diverse 
character than previous demonstra­
·tions for abortion rights. For exam­
ple, for the first time, major labor 
unions-AFT, AFGE,_ AFSCME,
and th·e Steelworkers, among
others-endorsed the demonstra­
tion. Many delegations of workers, 
such as. the recently victorious Har­
vard clerical workers, marched 
holding union banners. 
While the march was overwhelm­
ingly white, there was an increase in 
the number of Third World par­
ticipants over pFior marches. Along 
with those who marched in student, 
labor and church groups, there was 
a spirited delegation of at least 400 
women of color, with African­
American, Latina, Asian-Pacific 
and Native American women, 
representing a wide · range of 
cultures from all over the country. 
There was also a student con­
tingent present. Buses came from 
Brookyp. College, Columbia 
· University, City College, and
Oberlin, just to name a few. 
As a student, I felt very em-
The Reporter 
powered to see us there in· such 
huge numbers, but even more in­
spiring was the number of youths 
present.· I feel assured that the 
struggle for women's rights will not 
end when this generation of female 
It;aders "pass on". 
Men, both gay and straight, came 
out in far greater numbers than ever 
before. Overwhelmingiy young, 
they made UP about one-third of 
march. And- youth, who have 
grown up during the last 16 years 
only knowing safe, legal abortion, 
were everywhere, greatly out­
numl;>ering veterans of the struggle. 
Although the mareh was fun­
damentally progressive, it followed 
the NOW leaderships narrow, 
traditionally white, middle-class ap­
proach to the issue. Abortion was 
dealt with as a single issue and only 
rarely was it placed in a reproduc­
tive rights context, reflecting the 
many economic and social condi-_ 
tions of life that determine and 
often restrict women's ability to 
make real choices. One militant, 
vocal, highly visible contingent, 
organized by Students and Youth 
Against Racism, brought all these 
issues together. Its many colorful 
banners called for broad struggles 
fighting against racism .and sexism 
and for lesbian rights, housing, 
childcare, jobs and pay equity, and 
health care. This perspective takes 
into account the needs of all 
women, but most especially the 
poor, young and Third World 
women whose lives will be most af­
fected if legal abortion is overturn­
ed. For these women, ·choice is but 
a pipe dream, given the desperation 
of their daily struggle for survival. 
strators Def end Abortion Rights 
r 
Only one speaker linked many of 
these issues together. Actress Sµsan 
Sarandon, known for her work on 
behalf of women in Nicaragua, 
said, "Imagine if money that goes 
to contras in Nicaragua could go in­
stead to childcare, AIDS preven­
tion and treatment or prenatal c1:tre. 
This society puts bullets before 
babies. We must put a stop to this. 
Women' s r ight  to se l f­
determination must not be violated 
any longer.'' 
· April 9 has set the stage for new
struggles for women's rights. Now 
all those who marched need to be 
moblilized in their communities to 
defend clinics blockaded by 
"Operation Rescue" and to make 
Medicaid funding available f0r 
poor women in the nearly 40 states 
whei:e it has been cut off. In addi­
tion, they need to. fight for such 
things as a higher minimum wage, 
accessible childcar� so women can 
work, and a comprehensive system 
of national health eare. While 
reproductive rights offers a broad 
definition of women's needs, it 
also provides a needed strategy for 
struggle. 
iJ• , •. 1 ..... 1 ••• ,,,as111t;Ttt1 ·•• ._ �•.-111 · SATUl9tA\' Alll9L 29
END -RACISM,
WON'T 
. Full funding lo, L .
·end homelessness 
CUTBACKS 
ANDWAR! 
,\Wt£H -�� THE \\'Him HtHISH 
Rally starts 10 a.m., steps_ off 
1 p.m. from East Capitol grounds, 
rally at Lafayette Park 2.:30-4:30 
FltlltA\Y A1•19L :la& 
••e• .... LE'S
affordable housing; FD 
•Quality healthcare, childcare and · .,N..,. •• .a1u1.,• .,,_..,.,education • No cuts IDt.•�• ••Ult.• I in Medicare or Overnight protest East Capitol Social Sec_urity • � grounds gather at 9 a.m.end to racism, racist . ' 1 vi0leace and the dealh 
MORE 
Brmg your demands. penalty • Enforce . Confront Congress! affirmative actign • Roll , I back tuition, full student Demand a people s budget.,,.,.aid • End lesbian and gay , oppression • Full benefit \YIINIESBAY APltlL 28 coverage for domest�c . Join the protests at the partners • Full fundmg for · ARS ' Supreme Court to AIDS research and care • FuH , reproductive tights •.·Payeq�ity 
YE 
_ demand wo�en s for women • End uwon busting, . _ reproductive plant closings, work at home, rights child labor • Raise the minimum wage; enforce occupational 
•. � safety• Full accessibility for the _  6, disabled • End persecution of undocumented workers • Respect Native land and treaties • U.S. out of Puerto Rico; U.S. out of El Salvador; hands off.Nicaragua; support an independent Palestinian state • End aid to South African apartheid; U.S.bases out of south Korea ancl the Philippines • £top Star Wars; stoJ! U.S. nuclear build-up • End the massive d ·estruction of the 
environment. 
Local contacts: 
- I 
··BARUCH COLLEGE BUS
$5 ROUND TRIP 
Leaving Saturday April 29th 5:45am -
23r_d Street and Lexington Avenue 
Bus Tickets From: Michelle Payne, African Student Association 
Sean Mason, Fredericka Watson, DSSG, 725-3777 
Tables in Student Center, 22nd Street Building_ 12:30-4:00pm 
April 12, 13, 18, 25 
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QUESTION: 
12 
Are you going to vote. 
in the Baruch student elections? 
Albina Kerzhner - Lower Senior 
"I don't know, l might. What elections?" 
.r 
f 
Omar Soria - Upper Junior 
Praveen Tummallapalli - Graduate Student 
"I haven't thought about it." 
"If I can vote, yes, I wilL I want to make a difference." 
The Reporter 
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By Michelle Payne 
On Thursday evening, April 6th, 
over 40 students and guests attend­
ed "Issues -Affecting Us," a panel 
discussion organized by female 
students representing the following 
clubs: ASPA, ASA, BLACK, BSO, 
CARICOM, CSA, WICC and 
DSSG. 
At the forum each panelist ad­
dressed a specific area of concern to 
women. Dr. Cecille McCall gave a 
historical perspective; she also 
looked at the role of religion in 
molding the. way women are viewed 
in, society. 
. Dr. Pat Imbimbo gave an 
analysis of the article "Manage­
ment, Women and the New Facts 
of Life, " by Felice Schwartz, that 
appeared in the Jan.-Feb: 1989 
issue of the Harvard Business 
Review.· The article claims that 
women cost more to employ, and is 
signficant b<!cause of the amount of 
attention received from corpora­
tions. 
. Dr. Imbimbo indiGated that there 
were some ·positiv<! aspects of the 
ar-ticle but questioned the implica­
tions of the findings, who financed 
the research, and their motives. She 
expressed concern about the use of 
this data to justify the practice of 
limiting the number of females in 
top executive positions. 
Issues Affecting Us 
Mary Ellen Canavan, a student 
representative, focused on the role 
the human resources departments 
can play in influencing policy, given 
the position they hold in organiza­
tions. She pointed to areas such as 
childcare facilities, and paternity 
and maternity leave. I too served as 
a panelist, and focused on the role 
of the legislative process, especially 
· the proposed reversal of the land­
mark 1973 pro-abortion case, Roe v
Wade, which would restrict the 
reproductive choice women have. 
· I discussed the implications of 
the proposed budget cuts by the 
State of New York. Cuts in the 
areas of childcare, rape crisis 
centers, do_mestic violence centers, 
education (TAP and loans), faculty 
(of the proposed 800 to be cut, 
most of the non-tenured staff is 
· female and wjll be the main
victims), and breat cancer detection
clinics ·will all adversely affect
women. The need for women . to
, become involved in the legislative 
process was emphasized. 
Thursday's program was then 
opened to the floor for audience 
participation. A variety of opi­
nions, such as the roles society has 
conditioned women to play, the 
need for women to change those 
restrictive images, and the fact that 
a large number of female college 
graduates are not reflected in 
managerial positions in the working 
world were expressed. For example, 
the Department of Management at 
Baruch has approximately forty­
seven full-time faculty, and only six 
of these are women. 
The- need for fathers to share 
equally in the process of child rear­
ing was also discussed, as was the. 
issue of racism within the women's 
movement and the need for women 
to address this · evil in society. 
Despite the sensitivity of this topic, 
there was considerable consensus 
· that sexism affects all women and
that we need to work together as 
-6isters to bring about its elimina­
tion.
The evening concluded with a 
reception and musical entertain­
ment by Camille King and Com-
. pany, who serenaded the inspired 
audience with songs such as "Island 
in the Sun" (a Caribbean folk 
song), aqd "I Am Woman" 
(originally rec@rded by Helen 
Ready), among others. 
The purpose of th� program was 
to conclude Women's History 
Month in a very positive and unif¥­
ing tone, with women of Baruch sit­
ting down· and sharing their com­
mon heritage-Sisterhood. To use 
the concluding words of the 
moderator, Angella Williams: 
-I AM WOMAN, WATCH ME 
ROAR, WE ARE TOO BIG IN
NUMBERS TO IGNORE! 
Early Registration Blues Coritinue 
By V. EVERARD SQUIRES 
Baruch's registration process has 
never functioned like ·clockwork, 
and the availability of classes has 
always left something.to be desired. 
These two problems have inten­
sified over the years, especially for 
evening students at the junior level 
and above. Evening students have 
always had to thrive in the face of 
very adverse conditions at Baruch. 
Even though efforts have been 
made in recent years to alleviate 
some of these difficulties, the 
registration pr0cess and the 
unavailability of classes continue to 
be very potent issues which are 
·causing much frustration and 
discontent among evening students. 
The registratio.n process at 
Baruch has always been a very
tedious and time-consuming exer­
cise, and early registration really 
helped save the precious time of 
those who qualified. Up until a few 
semesters ago, this process involved 
dropping off class sidections into a 
special mail box and being inform­
ed by mail whether or not registra­
tion was complete. If registration 
was not complete, students were 
given a specific date and time to
come to the school and resolve any
problems. Students who had early
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registration were only required to 
come to the school to resolve pro­
blems and/or to pay their tuition. 
Another excellent feature of the 
mail drop system was that registra­
tion material was accumtilated and 
then processed based on appoint­
ment date and time. 
Under the new system, the entire 
· registration process must be coma 
pleted on a one-time basis: It'is now 
a very: lengthy process, filled with 
problems and plagu-ed by dif­
ficulties. If a student 5 late, he or 
she will have to wait on line while
students with a later appointment 
time complete their registration. 
This is simply not fair, and ft 
defeats the whole purpose of early
registration. The early registration
procedures specifically stated that 
there would be no problem resolu­
tion day,. and that any problems 
would be resolved and registration 
completed on the assigned i:egistra­
tion day. This was simply not the 
case and many students went away 
from early registration with
unresolved problems and in­
complete registrations. This system 
is not fair and equitable to those 
evening students who encounter 
these problems, so the unanswered 
question is who benefits as a result 
of it. 
The other half of the problem . 
facing evening students is the 
unavailability of classes. A 
freshman or sophomore has a 
choice among many courses which 
can be taken to satisfy prerequisites 
or liberal arts requirements. As a 
_student reaches the junior level or 
higher, there is a diminishing 
oumber of options available, as 
most courses left are at the advanc­
ed level, mostly in the area of 
specialization. 
At this point, Baruch College 
seems unable to satisfy the needs of 
students with regard to this pro­
blem. When students reach their 
final few semesters only to find that 
they Gaimot graduate on time 
because the classes they need are 
not available, tbey have a right to 
be upset and disappointed. Last 
semester, ·an alarming number of 
seniors were closed out of classes 
during the second and third days of 
early registration. This situation 
causes students unnecessary hard­
ship: they lose time and money by 
having to stay in school an extra 
semester, in addition to the oppor­
tunity loss they incur by having to 
forego job opportunities which re­
quire a degree. 
The Reporter 
It is a very sad day for Baruch 
College when many of its 
graduating seniors can find little of 
a positive nature to say about this 
institution. Increasingly, this is 
becoming the case. People. have 
short and convenient memories. 
They: tend to remember most clearly 
the latest events which occurred. 
Therefore, students who depart 
Baruch with a bitter taste in their 
mouths will remember and speak of 
the school in a negative manner. 
The situations described above do 
nothi�g to enhance the school's im­
age in the eyes of those disgruntled 
students. The school has to awaken 
to the fact that a reputation is as 
transient as the seasons; it can be 
here today and gone tomotrow. 
Therefore, instead of relying on its 
past accomplishments ahd accolades, 
Baruch should be adapting to its 
changing environment and trying to 
identify and ad.dress the problems 
facing its evening students. The 
students of today are the alumni of 
tomorrow, and a n -y goodwill 
established among them will do a 
lot more good than harm. 
Graduating students should have 
something good to say about their 
alma mater. 
Survival 
It's not progress. 
It's not progress as· the world might think.
Started long ago on cold continent 
man had to leave the pestilence, 
not just a matter of change. 
Missed out on this earth's riches 
but the riches weren't so far away. 
A man journeyed and lost his. way, found a New World 
and lifo was not the same.· 
Many more journeys followed that day 
to the new land, get their earth's share. 
The might was there to take the· land 
to tkae a share from the living man. 
To use it up, to use it all up 
tomorrow might not come. 
You had to take that journey 
that long journey to your new .home. 
, A new land to conquer, a ne_w land to roam 
you had to take the new, world 
to leave your mass of cold: 
Labor you needed to build__,_ 
to prosper on your new land. 
Sent shiws · across the ocean ·to get your worker-man, any way you can. 
To use him while you can. 
Then give him ycmr apology. 
Use the ore, use the µian 
use the minerals from the land, 
and feed the products to tbe oeean, it thanks yot1.. 
Feed the products to the ·members of the ocean, they thank you. 
When you finish cl.own here� go up above (but you've started alread�).
The desert is widening its borders. 
The rain forests are diminishing theirs-Welcome Rays. 
-
It's not progress. 
· Not progress as the world- might think ..
But thank you. The Earth thanks. you, but one question
Will we make. it?
April 1989 
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By E. J. CASSIDY 
Every year, new word·s enter the 
American vocabulary and become 
deposited in Webster's dictionary. 
Some of. them are derived from �he 
names of individuals who've gained 
fame or ipfamy. Who can forget 
Ram,bo. To "pull a Rambo'' means 
to go off the deep end and wipe out 
-everything in sight. To "pull a 
Rocky" involves rising to the top of
your profession without having the
requisite talent. · 
Here are a few names that any of 
our ainateur lexicographers should 
keep an eye on. 
GINSBURGER - (as in .eat a 
Girisburger) - to be denied a 
high position because you got 
high. And were found out. 
QUAYLE - (pull a Quayle muscle) -
avoid . military combat. See 
also: pull a Bradley musde; 
pull a Kennedy muscle; pull a 
Dukakis ·music. 
SW AGGARTING - looking but 
not touching-. Wife: "You 
were out Bakkering last night, 
weren't you?." · Husband: 
<!No,  I was  only· 
Swaggarting." 
TOWERI ZER 
womanizer. 
an ug ly� 
MEESEY - ethically messy. 
OLLIEI,.,ALIA - speaking in lyil'lg 
tongue. 
DOWNEYBROOK - talk show 
fight. 
ARSENIOSIS - talk show fright. 
DUKAKIZOID - a being totally 
devoid of emotion and pas­
sion. (Mr .. Spock without the 
ears . . "Captain Kirk, I smell 
victory in the air.'') 
MOLLY RINGWORM - an illness 
that �fflicts young actresses. 
MISGIVENS - having second 
thoughts · about mari;ying 
y.oung actresses. 
BORKED · - to 0e denie.d a high 
p0sition because oJ your 
strong belief in the original in­
tent of the framers· of the Con­
stitution. 
. BAKKERlZER - a religious SHARP· TON - 2,000 pounds of 
hot air. 
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wc:>manizer. 
CARY GR.ANTIZER -a handsome 
womanizer and manizer. 
CUOMOTOSE - bei"ng in a deep 
p,olitical sleep. . 
' 
A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A 
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY. 
THEGMAC 
COLLEGE GRADUATE 
FINANCE PLAN ... GET $400 
AND MAKE NO PAYMENTS 
FOR 90 DAYS:* 
Call l-800-237-3264, and yol!'ll find 
out how GMAC can make your after­
college matn·a lot simpler. 
With ·GMAC's College Graduate 
Finance Plan, you'll recreive: 
.... $400 to apply to your down· 
payment when you buy a new 
GM car or light-duty truck. 
.... OR, $400 to apply to your first 
lease payment. 
.... PLUS, when you buy you m,ay be 
able to defer your first payment 
for 90 days ... giving you-time to 
get your career up and running 
before you start making 
payments: Finance charges accrue 
from date of purchase. 
Another important fact: Your $400 
discount is in addition to any rebate 
or special financing rate available 
when you huy your new GM vehicle. 
GU�R_ANTEED FINANCING. 
That's Fight. Your financing is 
guaranteed as long as you qualify for 
the plan. You can find out all the 
cletails ab0ut qu'alifying in your 
GMAC College Gracluate Finance 
Plan information pack. 
CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT 
Now FOR FREli: INFORMATION. 
Call 1-800-237-3264 now - or send 
in the coupon - to receive your free 
GMAC College Graduate Finance 
Plan information pack. Thiere'� no 
obligation and you eoultl receive a 
$400 discount on your new GM 
vehicle. Do it toclay! 
GMAC is an Equai'Credit (,)ppor,tunity Company. 
*Thi.� deferral of payment option is not available 
�with leasing or other QMAC programs or in 
Mjchigan and Pennsylvan!a, or en_vehides with a 
cash-selling price ofless than $10,000 in 
New Jersey. 
© 1989 GMAC i\11 Rights Reserved. 
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I . D Yes! Please seod my fr;,., GMAC 
I College Graduate FinanGe _Flan 
I information pack. (llrint cJearly.) 
I 
I N,m, 
I r-.1am_ng.-\d<lress 
I 
:\pl 
City 
Stat._. 
Coll,...gl'Namc 
Da1..-olGraJua111,I) 
Mail to: 
GMAC College Graduate 
Finance Plan 
General Motors Building. Annex 2-lO 
Detroit. Michigan 48202 
Or call 1-800-237-3264 now to request 
your free GMAC College Gr-aduate 
Finance Plan information. 
·1 GMAC
I OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF L -AMERICA'S D�EAMS' - _J 
CHEVROLET• PONTIAC• OLDSMOBILE• BUICK• CADILLAC• GMC TRUCK 
The Reporter 
KOCHKAESQUE - having·er, the 
quality, um, of appearing, ah, 
to be, -er, or not to be, um, for 
or, er, against anything, oh, as 
long as, ah, you get, ummm, 
elected. 
GllJLIANIESQUE - having the 
quality of appearing to be, or 
not · to be, for or ag�inst 
anything, as long as you get 
elected. See also: Liberal in 
Republican's clothing. 
GOTTIESQUE - See:· No com­
ment. 
BOGG�IAN NIGHTMARE . -
running naked around third 
·· base heading for home. 
THE END. - the end of this story. 
See also·: Next issue. 
�ARUCH INTERNATIONAL­
CARIBBEAN WEEK SPRING '89 
By A. MO�IS 
During the week of April 24th-
28th, the Caribb>ean students at 
Baruch Colfege will be preseHting 
Caribbean Week. A series of events 
will take place that will showcase 
the culture a.nd talents ef the CaFib­
bean people. 
From Monday 24th until Thurs­
day 27th, there will be an art exhiblit 
in the k>fuby of the Stuaent Center, 
137 East 22nd Street. On Monday 
night, a business forum will be held 
in the Auditorium, and a guest will
speak on Carib0ean businesses in 
America. 
Tuesday 25.th will be Drama 
Night. This event will present a 
variety of drama, poetry, and song. 
It will 0e held in the Auditorium in 
the 23rd Sti;eet Bu-il<!ljng at 6:30 
p, .. m. and member-s of Club 
Caricom will be participatirtg. '. 
On Wednesday 26th; a panel 
discussion will be held in the Facul­
ty Lounge, room 522 of ihe 24th 
Street Building. T,he_panel will CQn­
si_st - of students from different 
clubs·, and a guest speaker. 
On Thursday 27th you can feast 
on some tasty Caribbean <dishes at 
· the Food Fest, which will be held 
during club hours . in the Alley. 
Lounge of the Student Center. 
Later that night; from 5:3Q to 
l_,0:00, · you can head to· the 
.Auditorium in the 23rd St. for 
Carisplash - a variety sh.ow that will 
fe?,ture singing and dancing, and a 
fashion sqow. 
Friday 28th will conclude Carib­
bean Week with a party in the Stu­
dent Center. (The time and exact 
location to be announced.) Check 
the bulletin boards for flyers that 
· might indicate any changes in 
times·, and/or locati0ns. ·
Remember, you don't have to be 
from the islands to attend any of 
these events. All are welcome. En­
joy. 
Evening Students, Wake Up 
By RALPH E. JARDINE 
It's after work and time for even­
ing classes at Baruch, so you rush to 
class - not always enthusiastically. 
Often times you wish you were 
somewhere else, like home, and you 
are often hungry. Right now you're 
probably saying to yourself that 
you know the feeling. There's no 
doubt about it, attending college in 
the evening is tough, but what 
draws people like ourselves to class 
after class is ambition, the quest for 
knowledge, and the need for more 
out of life. Evening students are not 
ordinary students. We do not fulfill 
the stereotype of the average college 
student who has wild parties, even 
though we probably wish we did. 
Lets face it, many of us feel like we 
just come to Baruch to get a piece 
of paper that says we have· a 
Bachelors degree. We don'.t feel 
unity or pi;ide in the institution. As 
evening students, we need to iden­
tify with each other 9n a more _com­
mon and social ground in order to 
build pride and a sense of loyalty to 
an institution that will have a 
tremendous affect on our future. 
The reputation of Baruch College 
has good will and it is this good will 
that is needed to help enhance our 
careers. If we do not maintain, sup­
port and improve upon the spirit of 
the college, then we will lose the 
good will due to graduates' 
dissatisfaction. We feel as though 
we are a 'separate entity, all alone, 
competing for grades. 
I admit that the description given 
sounds grim, and it should. In this 
seemingly grim environment there 
are a great many things happen­
ing. fttings that affect you, the 
evening student. Evening students 
need to wake up and get more 
adrenaline flowing. Competition is 
so stringent in the job market that 
having a college degree just doesn't 
cut it. O.K, you say you have ex­
perience, so does the evening stu­
dent sitting next to you. Everyone 
tries to get good grades. Obviously 
employers want the cream .of the 
crop. They want something that 
separates you from the rest of the 
graduates. So you ask, What can 
you do? Understandably schedules 
are tight as it is, but you have to 
wake up and get involved in the 
evening student activities. Yes, 
believe it or not there are evening 
student activities, which are design­
ed to cater to your schedule. The 
clubs -often meet. on Fridays, bet­
ween classes or any time you can 
make it. Information about evening 
student activities can be found at 
the Evening Session Student 
Assembly (E.S.S.A) Office, located 
at 46 East 26th Street, room 509 
from 5-9pm, and the. phone number 
is 725-3031. The After 5 on 5 pam­
phlet, which provides information 
and lists all the evening activities on 
the '5th floor after 5 :00, can be 
founiat Carol Robbins' office (the 
Director of Evening Student Ac-
tivities, roorn 511. Every evening 
student should have a pamphlet, in 
. case you get inspired and want to 
take part in activity. The effort of 
getting involved is what sets you 
aside from the -rest. It shows 
employers you can go the extra 
mile. E.S.S.A. has the funds 
available to support the necessary 
activities for evening students, and 
s_ince the funds are there, let's use 
them. Think ·about it,' how mariy 
times does someone ask you to use 
money? 
As students, we·have a right to be 
able to interact on a social · 1evel 
with our peers, but we have to show 
initiative, E.S.S.A. is always look� 
ing for ideas to improve evening 
student life. Sitting next to you in 
your classes are men and women in 
many different careers. I am sure 
the networking capabilities are 
enormous, not to mention the com­
mon interests and experie·nces. 
Evening students have a great deal 
to offer and should make a con­
scious effort to use the college's 
resources in order to realize their 
potential. The evening students 
should complain that the college 
should make special recruiting ar­
rangements catered to their needs, 
and complain to have evening stu­
dent social gatherings. What about 
the quality of our Baruch educa­
tion? The administration has men­
tioned budget cuts. These budget 
cuts may· decrease staff. Evening 
students· should be demanding 
answers. We should be interested in 
knowing whether or not the numb-
er of students per class will be in­
creased, and if so, by how much, 
and will that have adverse affects 
on . the absorbtion of course 
material. 
Evening students are presently in 
· a time and p'Jace where they can em­
bark on entrepreneurial ideas that 
can make a profound difference in 
the quality of their education.· Due 
to the increasing demand for even­
ing student education and se�vices, 
there is ari increasing demand for 
. evening student involvement. This 
all leads us back to the original 
question of how to get evening 
students more involved when 
schedules are already extremely 
demanding. This may be the first 
question tnat needs your business 
minds. Let's show some savvy. 
.$ 
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Study Skills and Time -Management 
By CATHY BOUCHARD 
Three Stucly Skills WQrkshops 
were offered on Thursday after­
noons in l'ylarseh by Dr. James. Per­
rone, _Director of Disabled 
Students. Dr. Perrone discussed a 
wide range of problems students 
run into, most of which are·covered 
in the book "The Master Student" 
by David Ellis (sold at · Barnes & 
Nobles). Sometimes it is helpful to 
talk to a eounselor to get your pro-
. biems sorfed out. Anyone in­
terested in counseling should call 
the ccrnnsel ing depaFtment, 
212-725-4458, 17th floor, 360 Park 
Ave. So. 
Study habits can make a dif­
ference in grades. · Following are 
some suggestions to help you: 
Motivation: If you are un­
motivated, force yoursdf to get ac­
tively involved in the subject. In 
class, ask questions ·and talk to 
students who d0· well in that sub­
Ject. Try tc.i> balance tlasses when 
registering-a subject you like with' 
mie you don't like. Learn fo dif­
ferentiate between Jack of skills and 
being unmotivated. If bas1c skills 
(reading, writing, math) are inade­
quate you will not ·be able to do 
well. Get t1:1toring or postpone 
classes until your skills are ade­
quate. If you still can;f gtit involv­
ed, talk to a counselQr. 
. Concentration: Where ahd how 
your study makes a_ difference. Ob­
viously, noise will interfere with 
your concentration, hut sometimes 
you canoe your _own problem. Be­
ing tired or under stress can ·break 
your concentration. Some strategies 
that can help yo_u concentrate better 
are to find a quiet stud_y area and to 
18. 
use the same place to study as often 
as JDOSsibl_e. The fami-liarity of a 
study area helps you -respond. 
po-sitively to· y@ur work. An empty 
classroom at the College can be a 
better place to study than hom.e, 
where many things are distracting". 
Be realistic in planning time to 
study: a half-hour or twenty 
minutes of 0oncentrated attention 
is much better than an ·hour of 
daydreaming. It is better to study a 
little every day than to cram at the 
end of a semes·te1'. Also, be realistic 
in setting expectations." Don't try to 
learn it all in one day. Take breaks· 
after studying. Get up and walk 
around a little. This · gives ybur 
mind a chance tei absorb what 
you've been reading. 
Memory: Well-0rganized notes 
are easiest to remember. The more 
organized the material is· when go­
ing into your memory, the easier it 
fs to get out. Try to group things; 
see details in context. Look for the­
full pictMre, not just the minor 
points. Repetition is another imp,0r; 
· tant factor. If_ you have a poor 
memory,· o,verlearn. Review work. 
even if you think you know it and 
you will remember more of it--1this 
helps on tests. Study one subject at
a time so -your mincl doesn't get
eli.Jttered. Studying in a study group
brings up, your grades . 
Textbooks: Start: from the end of 
the chapter am!. look at the review. 
Then go t0 the f.rrst page and scan text 
to get a F9ugp ove.rview. Go_..back to 
the end of the c_hapter and ·read the 
summary, glossary and questions. 
At this point you have handled 
material th;:ee times and some of it 
will be familiar. Now start. study-
ing. Read through text using a JDC.R­
eil to highlight im)!)ortant -facts. 
LoQk for conCef)ts antj themes; 
series of details, suet as four causes 
that led up to an event, and note c1-ll · 
four; transitions and changes, such 
·as whether a leader was doing w_ell 
until· a certain event. · 
Be careful about highlighting too 
much as it will just confuse you 
when you go back to it. If the 
chapter is .too long, break up your 
study time. Read actii'lely, trying to� 
separate important facts. Then 
rev'iew by . looking at your 
highlights, margin notes, and the 
. summary ·at the end of the chapter. 
Compa:re with your class notes. Use 
study guides alpng w·ith your text 
book. Most text b0o·ks are publish­
ed with study guides-:._ask at 
·Baruch's bookstore or Barnes & 
Nobles. 
Taking Notes: In class, fry to 
keep note-laking simple. Use only 
.one side of the page. The other side 
· c.an be used to make mariginal­
notes such · as what page in text 
book cerresponds to notes, or any 
additional comments the instructor 
may make. Note key . words and 
phrases, names, and dates. Keep 
the bottom of the page free for ad­
ditional inf9rmation that may be 
added later. 1-f .your notes are 
©rganized, it. not only makes . it 
easier· to study, pµt helps you to 
remember so that yol!l know the in­
.formation wh€n tests are taken. 
Taking Tests: Relax. Take a few 
deep breaths. Look thFOugh the test 
before answering questions. Lo0k 
for what is familiar and tr.y to judge 
the best way to break up the time 
durfng the test. Spend more time. on 
a question worth 2dOJo of �he grade 
than on a question worth -5 OJo. Read 
directions carefully. If a question 
says compare and contrast, do that. 
Remember what your professor 
said about tpe subject. According 
to Dr.'Perrone, if you disagree with 
the professor, the test is the wrong 
place to state your opinion�do 
that in class. When a test is r.eturn­
ed, get the answers from your ·in­
stn1ctor. Look at the que-stions you 
got wrong and go back to the text 
book and your nQtes to see what 
you should have studied. This will 
help you to study more productive­
ly in the future . 
Time Management: Learning to 
manage your time we.JI is.probably 
the mos.t important thing you can 
d0. Keep· a weekly schedule of how 
your time is spent, including 
weekends. Record both your time 
planned and the actual amount of 
time spent on a prnject. At the end 
of th·e week, use the record to set up 
a realistic sehedule for the h_ext 
week. Understand y,our priorities 
and· set realistic goals. Overexten­
ding your time can ·fesult in poor 
grades and put you under a ]Qt of 
stress·. Don:Ot register for too many 
.classes. Allow time to relax. and en­
joy yourself; that's impor.tant tQo. 
Taking good notes and being com­
fortable with your study habits will 
make your entiFe week go more· 
smoothly. Plan to study all through 
the week, usin·g both short perioCils 
and longer in-deptfu study times. 
Once you - establish productive 
habits, it will be easier to manage 
yQur time.·Then, when you want to 
relax and enjoy yourself, you can 
. do so with_ a clear conscience. 
Religion- at a Glance 
By TOM SHERLOCK 
Religion, like all JDhilosophy, is a 
very elusive topic. It is a subject iri 
which your feet are firmly planted_ 
on fragile ground. It is a topic tl}at. 
requires you to aqopt or create your 
own <UCioins, and such a feat as this 
takes courage, for these axio.ms can 
run contrary to the custom� of your 
people, common sense, -or even the 
five senses, although these truths, 
in the end should also be agreeable 
with . your own mind, w!th yo�r 
conscience. 
It w:as in oQ.e ccmversation that a 
friend and J di'scussed . self­
conceived arid/or borrowed beliefs 
from other religions. Such a discus.: 
sion was able to take place only 
because we both shared two rare 
qualities:" a burning desii:e · for 
knowledge and a liberal mind. With 
thi,s known, we proceeded to argue. 
My friend held the belief that it is 
acceptable to scrutinize other 
religions, to be curious about them. 
Tnere IS nothing wrong with that. 
However, he said, this is toler�ted 
as long as you retµrned to your own 
religion, to the one in which you 
were raisecl, as long as you con­
tinued to practice it and stayed 
within its limits. 
The Reporter 
I saw no flaw in his argumtmt, as 
far as he took it. That, however (iH 
may _contradict myself) is the fjaw:: 
he did not take it far enough. I ad­
vocated that, yes, you should l:>e in­
ter,ested ·in other religions, and yes, 
you should study, them'. Yet, I also 
believe that yeu should not let the 
religion in which you were 
raised-the one you -did not choose, 
the one that was thrust upon 
you-limit you_r views or your ac­
tual practice Gf these views. I told 
my friend that he should take this 
curiosity two steps further;- first, 
find which foreign dogmas that he 
can agree with and seconcl, take 
these beliefs and integrate them 
with his qwn. 
We both used ·examples of the 
Roman Catholic Church, the 
mysteries of Jesus Christ and the 
question of reincarnation to build 
our opposing arguments. As we 
challenged each other, ·we spoke 
precisely and deliberately, not wan­
ting to make a mistake that might 
.confuse the concept we were at­
tempting to communicate; for 
religion is constantly shifting like. 
the sands. of a . desert. It_ is a 
dangerous land to tread. 
Multiple Choice or Essay Exams.? 
By HELENA MARRA 
Have you ever taken a multiple 
choice exam that you thought you 
did pretty well on, only to find out 
that the results were pretty bad? On 
the otlher hand, have you ·perform­
ed better on essay exams than you 
expected to? Well, you are not 
alone. This sort of thing has hap­
pened to many students. We all 
have experienced the tension and 
frustratjon involved in studying for 
an ex.am, only to end up with a C or 
D grade. What went wrong? 
The first thing to take into con­
sideration is the f0rmat of the ex­
am. Multiple choice exams are 
usually more difficult because they 
are geared towards finding out 
what you do not know, as well as 
what you do know. The questions 
can be worded in various ways that 
are confusing. One common ·exam­
ple can ask a question that seems to 
have three poss.ible correct 
respon_ses ·from the five offered. 
· Rut which is the best answer? Then 
a prncess of elimination begins. The
textbook answer may not be the
one which answers the question 
best. The problem question occurs 
frequently on multiple choice ex­
ams, making the pi:ocess very
frustrating and time-consuming.
Another common example can ask 
a question that is worded t,1sing a 
different vocabulary from what you 
which have the same meaning as the 
subject studied, and will then 
become confused. Did the author 
mean "confusing, or ... appear 
more simple than it is?" Tricky 
questions cost valuable p·oints. 
which can bring a grade of 100 
down to 75. The exam is reduced to 
a measurement of how well the stu­
dent can outsmart the question. 
Essay exams are different and a 
more effective measurement of 
testing with a student has learned. 
There are no trick questions to 
count against the student. Instead, 
the questions are usually more 
general and allow them- to show 
what they know. This gives each 
student an opportunity to state all 
pertinent information about the 
topic. It shows a clear and concise 
view of how well they really unders­
tand the textbook and the lectures. 
In this case, memorization of terms 
and definitions is not -enough. AU 
terms, clefinitions, subtopics, 
graphs, and examples must be used 
to illustrate how all ,pieces of infor­
mation represent the topic as a. 
whole. Stuclents must know how to 
write effectively and how to \ 
organi7e their th0ugb.ts so that they 
make sense to the reader. 
calculates the wrong answers. The 
proeess is .very fast and makes it 
much easier on the professor. On 
the other hand, essays are more dif­
ficult to'grade because the examiner 
must decode bad handwriting, 
grammar, spelling, organization, 
are accustomed to. The student 
may not recognize synonyms, 
and comprehension. Above all, he 
or she must not be biased in mark­
ing essays. If the ·ess-�y questio; 
asks for an opinion, there are no 
correct or incorrect answers. Time 
is needed to consider all aspects of 
the answer in order to give a fair 
and precise grade; However, time is 
something professor� don't have 
very much of. 
It has often been said that verbal 
and. written ability is particularly 
significant in profe�sional occupa­
tions. The college should encourage 
a policy of w.i;iting more essay ques­
tions, beca_use writing abilities are 
so crucial to occupational and 
educational success. If Baruch Col­
lege is to prepare· students for the 
business world; more emphasis . 
should be placed upon the practice 
of writing on ·exams. Two required. 
English courses and term papers in 
various classes are just not enough 
to enhance one's knowledge of 
writing. 
Keeping this in mind, you may 
ask yourself, "Why do most pro­
fessors administer multiple choice 
exams?" One reason could be that 
they are. mu�h easier to grade. They 
simply· insert the Scantroti. from 
through the scanner and it 
VOTE 
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Students l may not realize that 
essay exams are not intended to 
hurt them. Every bit of study time 
is beneficial to your grade. The ex­
aminers are looking to see how well 
you've answered the questions with 
supporting evidence. The only 
thirig that· can count against you is 
· if you have not studied and cannot 
write effectively. On the average, 
students ·do get better grades on 
essay exams. The positives surely 
outweight the negatives. 
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